# TPS RECOMMENDED TRAINING COURSES BY ROLE

## MAINTENANCE COURSES
- **TPS-0004** TPS: Fundamentals - LCN/UCN Overview
- **TPS-0004-CT** TPS: Fundamentals - LCN/UCN Overview - Certified Associate
- **TPS-0014** TPS: Fundamentals - LCN and Advance Cable Maintenance
- **TPS-0014-CT** TPS: Fundamentals - LCN and Advance Cable Maintenance - Certified Associate
- **TPS-0015** TPS: Fundamentals - UCN/HPM and Advance Cable Maintenance
- **TPS-0015-CT** TPS: Fundamentals - UCN/HPM and Advance Cable Maintenance - Certified Associate

## OPERATIONS COURSES
- **EXP-12** Experion PKS: Fundamentals - TPS Operation
- **EXP-12-CT** Experion PKS: Fundamentals - TPS Operation - Certified Associate

## ENGINEERING COURSES
- **TPS-0004** TPS: Fundamentals - LCN/UCN Overview
- **TPS-0004-CT** TPS: Fundamentals - LCN/UCN Overview - Certified Associate
- **TPS-0005** TPS: Fundamentals - LCN Configuration Implementation
- **TPS-0005-CT** TPS: Fundamentals - LCN Configuration Implementation - Certified Associate
- **TPS-0006** TPS: Fundamentals - Point Building and UCN/HPM Implementation
- **TPS-0006-CT** TPS: Fundamentals - Point Building and UCN/HPM Implementation - Certified Associate
- **TPS-0007** TPS: Fundamentals - HPM Points & CL Configuration and Implementation
- **TPS-0007-CT** TPS: Fundamentals - HPM Points & CL Configuration and Implementation - Certified Associate
- **TPS-0008** TPS: Fundamentals - APP Node AM/CL Implementation
- **TPS-0008-CT** TPS: Fundamentals - APP Node AM/CL Implementation - Certified Associate
- **TPS-0009** TPS: Fundamentals - Picture Editor Graphics Building Implementation
- **TPS-0009-CT** TPS: Fundamentals - Picture Editor Graphics Building Implementation - Certified Associate

## TPS TO EXPERION MIGRATION COURSES
- **EXP-1021** Experion PKS: Fundamentals – TPS to Experion PKS/Experion LCN System Integration Overview (REPLACES EXP-1003)
- **EXP-1021-CT** Experion PKS: Fundamentals – TPS to Experion PKS/Experion LCN System Integration Overview - Certified Associate
- **EXP-1022** Experion PKS: Fundamentals – Experion LCN (ELCN) Network Migration Implementation
- **EXP-1022-CT** Experion PKS: Fundamentals – Experion LCN (ELCN) Network Migration Implementation - Certified Associate